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RORY MACDONALD conductor

ROYAL SCOTTISH NATIONAL 
ORCHESTRA

  Symphony No. 2   (1965)

1  — Poco Adagio – Allegro potente 10:48

2  — Adagio – Scherzo – Allegro leggiero 8:47

3  — Allegro 6:30

4  — Symphony No. 5   (1998)

  Slow – Allegro subito: Scherzando – Slow, calmo – 

  Allegro – Calmo – Lento molto 28:19

This recording and the earlier 

recording of Symphonies 

Nos. 3 & 4 (CKD 616) were made 

possible as a result of funding 

by Jennie S. Gordon Memorial 

Foundation.
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Thomas Brendan Wilson was born on 10 October 1927 to British  
parents in the mining town of Trinidad in Colorado, USA. When he was very young 
his family returned to the UK and settled in the Glasgow area of Scotland, where, 
apart from a period of three years spent in France, he lived and worked for the rest 
of his life. He was educated at St Mary’s College, Aberdeen, and, after serving in 
the Royal Air Force from 1945 to 1948, he continued his academic studies, reading 
Music at the University of Glasgow with Ernest Bullock and Frederick Rimmer. In 
1952 he married Margaret Rayner; they had three sons. After graduating, he went on 
to teach, first in local schools and then, in 1957, as music lecturer at the University 
of Glasgow. He was appointed a Reader at the University in 1971, given a personal 
Chair in 1977 and made Emeritus Professor in 1982, which was also the year of his 
retirement. He received many awards, including the CBE in 1990. Four years later 
he became the first musician to be elected to the fellowship of the Royal Society 
of Edinburgh. Dubbed ‘the father of Scottish music’ 1, Wilson was a founder mem-
ber of the Scottish Society of Composers and became a source of inspiration and 
encouragement to many younger colleagues based in his country of domicile. His 
influence extended beyond national boundaries, however, and he played a key role 
in British musical life, holding executive and advisory positions in the Composers’ 
Guild of Great Britain, The Arts Council and The Society for the Promotion of 
New Music. He died on 12 June 2001 at the age of 73. His friend and fellow 
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composer John Maxwell Geddes commented at the time: ‘There is a distillation 
of Tom in his music. He was a national treasure. The nation has his music. Now 
get on and play it.’ 2 

 Wilson once offered this typically balanced and considered description of 
his own output: ‘Though there is a Scottish dimension to my music … it is not of an 
obvious or ethnic kind. Early influences such as Bartók and Berg have led through 
serialism, aleatoricism, and various other expressionist and mystical aspects to 
a mature style which is almost “classical” in its lucidity.’ 3 His perfectionism and 
ruthless self-criticism resulted in the suppression of nearly all of his early pieces, 
including his Symphony No. 1, and his mature canon dates from the Third String 
Quartet of 1958. In the following decades his music was championed by leading 
Scottish conductors Sir Alexander Gibson, James Loughran and Bryden Thomson 
and he soon established himself as a creative artist of international standing.

 Time-honoured forms such as symphonies, concertos, string quartets 
and sonatas feature prominently in his catalogue of works. He was especially 
interested in symphonic music and once stated that everything he wrote was 
symphonic because all his pieces have ‘a sense of broad, unhurried sweep, of 
unfolding grandness’ 4.

 Wilson completed his Second Symphony in 1965. The first movement 
begins with an introduction containing the raw material from which the rest 
of the symphony is derived. The orchestra attempts to work out this idea du- 
ring the main section of the movement, which is predominantly forceful and 
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richly scored. However, the movement comes to an end before the musical argu-
ment has reached a satisfactory conclusion. Still, watchful and sparsely textured, 
the second movement is the antithesis of its predecessor, despite using the same 
basic ingredients. It falls into three sections, with a gnomic central Scherzo. Fast 
and energetic, the finale also draws upon the first movement. This time the main 
idea is worked out successfully. After a dramatic and turbulent coda, the piece 
comes to a triumphant conclusion.

 The Second Symphony serves notice of a confident, fully-fledged creative 
artist. Wilson chooses not to resolve all the issues raised by the musical narrative; 
as he remarked, ‘you could write a book about God, but at the end you wouldn’t 
have any firm answers, and the symphony’s questions are like this’ 5. The work was 
premiered on 29 November 1965 in Studio One of Broadcasting House, Glasgow, 
by the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra conducted by James Loughran. The crit-
ical success of this first performance resulted in commissions for pieces in various 
genres.

 The Fifth Symphony (1998) requires modest orchestral forces. Parts 
of the score consist of a substantial reworking of an earlier piece, Mosaics, 
written for the chamber ensemble Cantilena in 1981. Avowedly non-program-
matic, the symphony unfolds in one movement, divided into clearly-defined 
portions. Without preamble, the spacious opening bars present the work’s 
basic elements: a baleful, tenebrous idea on the timpani set against a florid 
and capricious motif on cor anglais. There follows a short, faster passage fea-
turing spiky phrases. The music of the slower pulse is soon re-established. 
Another interruption by the fragmentary, faster music quickly resolves into an 
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expressive episode with lyrical tendencies. This intensely varied, expository open-
ing section ends broadly with a foretaste of conflicts to come. Rhythmic and 
decisive, the second main section develops and formalizes the wayward material 
of the faster tempo. In a slow pulse throughout, the third section consists of two 
outer parts scored mostly for wind instruments, enclosing an expansive central 
essay for strings. At the climax of this introspective middle section, the brood-
ing timpani sequence from the symphony’s opening bars reappears. Haunted by 
the music’s seemingly irreconcilable differences, the fourth section is fast and 
anguished and eventually reaches an impasse. An extended epilogue, slow and 
hushed, suggests new ways forward. There are hints of the principal musical 
threads before the timpani steers the work back to its shadowy origins and the 
closing chord fades into silence.

 Wilson’s Fifth Symphony, his last completed score, was premiered on 8 
October 1998 by the Scottish Chamber Orchestra under Joseph Swensen at The 
Queen’s Hall, Edinburgh. Concise and closely argued, it is a summation of the 
composer’s fastidious approach to his craft. The music is fresh, questing and 
visionary, glimpsing beyond the veil.

© Paul Conway, 2020

1 — John Maxwell Geddes, ‘Thomas Wilson’, The Guardian (19 June 2001), p. 18.

2  — Quoted by Michael Tumelty in ‘Leading composer dies after long illness’, 
  The Glasgow Herald (13 June 2001).

3  — Ed. Brian Morton and Pamela Collins, Contemporary Composers 
  (Chicago: St James Press, 1992), p. 972.

4  — Mary Miller, ‘A Life in Symphony’, The Scotsman (November 1996), quoted in Margaret   
  Wilson and David Griffith, Thomas Wilson: Introit: Towards the Light 
  (Glasgow: Queensgate Music, 2011), p. 308.

5 — Margaret Wilson and David Griffith, Thomas Wilson: Introit: Towards the Light
  (Glasgow: Queensgate Music, 2011), p. 80.
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Rory Macdonald stands out as one of the most engaging British conduc-
tors of his generation. On the concert podium, highlights include the premiere 
performances of works by notable composers including Sir James MacMillan, 
Carl Vine, Sally Beamish and Geoffrey Gordon, as well as guest engagements 
with such orchestras as the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Oslo Philharmonic, 
Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra, the Hallé, BBC 
Philharmonic and BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra amongst many others.

 A noted operatic conductor, Macdonald has conducted new productions 
for the Royal Opera House, Lyric Opera of Chicago, San Francisco Opera and 
Royal Danish Opera amongst others. Notable highlights have included Peter 
Grimes (Brisbane Festival), Albert Herring (Glyndebourne), The Turn of the Screw 
(Wiener Konzerthaus), The Rape of Lucretia (Houston Grand Opera), Carmen 
(Santa Fe Opera, Canadian Opera Company), Così fan tutte, Le nozze di Figaro 
(Oper Frankfurt), Fra Diavolo (Teatro dell’Opera di Roma), A Village Romeo and 
Juliet (Wexford Festival) and The Cunning Little Vixen (Bergen National Opera).

Rory Macdonald
conductor
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 Macdonald’s discography includes Bruch’s Scottish Fantasy with Nicola 
Benedetti (Decca), Eric Chisholm’s Piano Concertos with Danny Driver (Hyperion), 
The Beauty Stone by Arthur Sullivan (Chandos) and Thomas Wilson’s Third and 
Fourth Symphonies with the Royal Scottish National Orchestra which was released 
in 2019 on Linn to critical acclaim.
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 The Royal Scottish National Orchestra is one of Europe’s leading symphony 
orchestras. Formed in 1891 as the Scottish Orchestra, the company became the 
Scottish National Orchestra in 1950, and was awarded Royal Patronage in 1977. 
Many renowned conductors have contributed to its success, including Sir John 
Barbirolli, Walter Susskind, Sir Alexander Gibson, Neeme Järvi, Walter Weller, 
Alexander Lazarev and Stéphane Denève.

 The Orchestra’s artistic team is led by Danish conductor Thomas Søndergård, 
who was appointed RSNO Music Director in 2018, having previously held the posi-
tion of Principal Guest Conductor. Hong Kong-born conductor Elim Chan succeeds 
Søndergård as Principal Guest Conductor. 

 The RSNO performs across Scotland and appears regularly at the Edinburgh 
International Festival, the BBC Proms at London’s Royal Albert Hall and the St 
Magnus Festival, Orkney. The Orchestra also regularly tours internationally.

 The RSNO has a worldwide reputation for the quality of its recor- 
dings, receiving two Diapason d’or de l’année awards (Denève/Roussel 2007; 
Denève/Debussy 2012) and eight Grammy Awards nominations. Over 200 

Royal Scottish National Orchestra 
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releases are available, including Thomas Søndergård conducting Prokofiev and 
Strauss on Linn, the complete symphonies of Sibelius (Gibson), Prokofiev (Järvi), 
Glazunov (Serebrier), Nielsen and Martinů (Thomson), Roussel (Denève) and the 
major orchestral works of Debussy (Denève).

The RSNO’s pioneering learning and engagement programme aims to 
engage the people of Scotland with music across key stages of life. The team is 
committed to placing the Orchestra at the centre of Scottish communities via 
workshops and annual residencies across the length and breadth of the country.

www.rsno.org.uk
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first violin
Sharon Roffman Leader
Lena Zeliszewska
Justine Watts
Barbara Paterson
Alan Manson
Katie Jackson
Susannah Lowdon
Jane Reid
Elizabeth Bamping
Ursula Heidecker Allen
Caroline Parry
Lorna Rough
Liam Lynch
Liz Reeves

second violin
Xander van Vliet
Marion Wilson
Wanda Wojtasinska
Sophie Lang
Anne Bünemann
Robin Wilson

Michael Rigg
Paul Medd
Nigel Mason
John Robinson
Kirstin Drew
Sharon Haslam

viola
Tom Dunn
David Greenlees
Nicola McWhirter
Claire Dunn
Katherine Wren
Maria Trittinger
Francesca Hunt
Elaine Keone
Georgia Boyd
Nicola Boag

cello
Aleksei Kiseliov
Betsy Taylor
Kennedy Leitch
Arthur Boutillier
Rachael Lee
Sarah Digger
Niamh Molloy
Feargus Egan

double bass
Christian Geldsetzer
Margarida Castro
Michael Rae
Paul Sutherland
John Clark
Sally Davis
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flute
Katherine Bryan
Helen Brew
Janet Richardson 

oboe
Adrian Wilson
Peter Dykes
Henry Clay 

clarinet
Nicholas Carpenter 
Duncan Swindells 

bassoon
David Hubbard 
Luis Eisen

horn
Andrew McLean 
Alison Murray
Martin Murphy
David McClenaghan
Christine McGinley

trumpet
Christopher Hart
Marcus Pope

trombone
Dávur Juul Magnussen
Lance Green
Alastair Sinclair 

tuba
Danielle Price 

timpani
Paul Philbert 

percussion
John Poulter 
Martin Willis
Colin Hyson

harp
Pippa Tunnell

piano
Lynda Cochrane

celesta
Julia Strehle-Lynch
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